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Human relations are actually the essence of living. They're the single foundation for our 

survival and existence. Despite outstanding improvement in the 21st century, these 

relationships are actually degrading. The novels of Sudha Murty are actually 

replenished with the essence of human relationships. The theme of human connection 

and love is the recurring concept in several of the writings of her. Her novels show just 

how materialism, the currents and crosscurrents of living have an effect on relationship. 

The vignettes in Sudha Murty's books depict moral values; during issues and conflicts in 

life these narratives reinstate values based on the changing socio culture. In the writings 

of her, Sudha Murty deals with the issues experienced by females in the corporate 

world. Being the chairperson of Infosys, a professor, and a humanitarian she's a deep 

insight into the emotions of individuals whom she meets every day as a part of the job of 

her. Her works throw considerable light on the predicament of females in India. 

Her fiction explores problems and issues relating to contemporary middle class females. 

The female characters of Murty, in the midst of the crowd, appear in order to be 

struggling to find meaningful connection with the planet and themselves and Murty uses 

different products as irony, common values and symbolism in the Indian context to 

explicate the theme of relationships as well as to depict the characters' struggle for 

achieving togetherness. From cradle in order to grave human beings live within different 

sorts of kinships due to the drive to belong to several group bigger than one's self, to be 

acknowledged as well as to be a part of something substantial. It's the kinship bonds, 

especially the parent kid and husband wife relationship which plays a crucial role in the 

character formation as it offers one with a feeling of belongingness, safety and 

camaraderie.  

The benefits of fear and kinship of isolation is actually the preoccupation of every social 

ninety two being. An individual feels weak, insecure and isolated when the feeling of 

security by primary bonds like familial ties are actually retracted and one becomes 

aware of oneself as an individual identity. Murty in her novels probes on the seclusion 



and alienation which an individual experiences as a consequence of any loss or 

perhaps submergence of interaction and love between family relationships. This 

alienation uses the characters quest one is identity and acquire a phase of equability 

and maturity. Sudha Murty depicts females in probably the simplest fashion. She can 

make it a point that the female characters of her should essentially belong to rural or 

maybe middle or semi-rural class areas. The female protagonists of her are docile, 

dedicated, diligent, and delicate.  

They typically go for total surrender but the very spirit of self-esteem in them usually 

remains with them, ultimately, driving them to be insurgences though in a very subdued 

way. Her female’s protagonists are career-oriented, intelligent, and sensitive. She 

doesn't just describe the pathetic life style of Indian females, but also attempts to 

understand and recommend methods for improvement. The characters of her also 

estimate the demand for a mutual understanding between wife and husband. Her 

females are actually conscious of the social and cultural confines to which they're 

subjected in the society. Murty's females are actually caught up in a fight between the 

family of theirs and professional roles, between individual and aspirations and social 

demands. Her females position at the crossroads of modernity and tradition. They need 

change but within the cultural norms, to seek not to reinterpret them, but merely to make 

them alive with self respect and dignity. Her females quest harbour in marriage. They 

take a look at it as an option to the bondage imposed by the parental family and choose 

it. Murty believes in sailing the boat of her writing, quite smoothly.  

In the novels of her, Sudha Murty, through her modest and unembellished approach 

towards writing, makes the female characters of her feel at home within no time. She 

delves deep into the characters she comes across and leaves it to the audience to 

choose between the bad and good in them. Above and beyond scrutinizing life from 

different facets, one ought to value her genuine effort to expand and pay a tribute to 

those traditions and methods with which the land has created especially with reference 

to relationships where females have a prominent role to play. She vests strength to the 

females of her to strike the negative circumstances of the lives of theirs. She demands 

the females to give credit to them and liberate the remarkable power of them to achieve 



their acumens. As one of the major and successful female’s writers of the contemporary 

modern era, her works are actually a lifelike representation of the cultural and socio-

psychological problems experienced by the contemporary Indian females. In a fashion, 

she's analyzed the substantial contemporary issues in the novels of her. She's dives 

deep in the functions of the internal head of the female’s characters in the works of her. 

The primary protagonists are actually portrayed as well educated females with the latent 

skill and strength that were prepared to deal with the difficulties under any 

circumstances and emerge as successful persona by carving a market for them in the 

society within the parameter of the conventional Indian culture. 

Values are interdependent on some other values. A value as justice includes personal 

dealings with folks along with rationality while commitment on the part of a mentor 

involves the sincerity of her and just how she deals with kids at the societal level. 

Values shouldn't be viewed as ideal ideas, but really should be recognized as' 

empowering tools' which are actually useful in meeting the difficulties of the 

contemporary cultural world, be it religious fundamentalism, environmental degradation, 

multi-cultural conflicts, misuse of technology and science, inequalities, ill effects of mass 

media, globalization, commercialization and so on. [five] Moral education in schools 

includes values like a national faith, national outlook and self-discipline.  

Social, spiritual and moral values are actually a part of the school curriculum. Based on 

the National policy on training five "The increasing concern over the erosion of important 

values and an increasing cynicism in modern society has brought to concentrate the 

demand for readjustment to be able to make training a forceful tool of cultivation of 

moral and social values" A couple of values as honesty, fact, loyalty, love, peace are 

actually considered common values as they're natural in nature that is human, 

promoting fundamental goodness in beings that are human in a society unifying folks 

across cultures, societies, and religions. Right conduct not only contains behaviour, but 

also precedes thoughts. Feelings that are good are also interlinked with the correct 

maintenance of the body mixed with sleep that is great. Values are affirmed through 

high quality thoughts with a better business of books. Values give the spirit of unity; 

protect the composite and rich culture while helping one to succeed from the correct 



attitudes. A value as truth promotes optimistic ideals and fairness in life when learnt 

through uplifting literature. 

An integrated education is actually empowering due to values which assist an individual 

to live resourcefully, peacefully and dependably. Inculcation of values combines the 

affective domain with the cognitive domain. It builds up the emotional and relational 

abilities in the changing scenario of a competitive and practical world adding to the 

balanced development of character with a useful societal conscience. The novel Things 

Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe helped him identify with the values of' civilization' 

supposedly brought to Africa by Europeans due to his Faculty training and his 

broadcasting role in the capital city of Lagos which helped him recognize the fact 

 


